In this paper we study the sequential limiting set L of the sequence Rx.Rk =■ [xAx .. . Ak\x is a stochastic vector, and A, a stochastic matrix with P < A¡ < Q, for nonnegative matrices P and Q).We characterize L and provide some work on approximating L.
Rk = {xAx . . . Ak\Ax . . . Ak G Ck with x a stochastic vector in /?"}.
We will assume throughout the paper that P and Q are chosen so that Cx =£ 0. Hence, for all k, Ck and Rk are nonempty.
In this paper we study the sets Rx, . . . , Rk, .... We will show that each of these sets is a convex polytope. Further, we will find the sequential limiting set L for the sequence. Then, some work on approximating L is given. Finally, we discuss some application for this work.
Results. We begin this study on the sets Rk by showing that C, is a convex polytope. For this, let e¡ denote the (0, l)-vector in Ä" with a one only in the ith position. Further, let e = 2"_ \e¡. is a convex polytope with vertices those vectors y G Si so that there is at most one component y¡, called free, with a¡ <y¡ < b¡.
Proof. It is clear that ß is compact and convex so that it has vertices. Pick any y e ß with at least two free components, say y¡ and v,. Pick e > 0 so that x = y + ee¡ -ee, and z = y -ee¡ + ee, are in ß. Then \x + \z = v so that y is not a vertex.
Suppose now that v G ß has at most one free component. Set y =\x + \z where x and z are in ß. If v, = a, for some i then x¡ -z, = a¡. Similarly if y¡ = 6, for some i then x¡ = z, = b¡. Hence, if v has no free coordinates, neither does x and z so y = x = z. lí y has a free coordinate, say y" then since y, = 1 -2*^, yk, x, = 1 -Sfc^, xk, and zt = 1 -2*^, zk it follows that y, = x, = zr Hence, y = x = z. Thus,^ is a vertex.
Finally, as we have already shown, if v is a vertex then v has at most one free component, say yt. However, since y is stochastic, this component must be 1 -Zj^fc, yk and so is completely determined by the nonfree components. Hence, ß has finitely many vertices. □ As a consequence, we have that C, is a convex polytope. Corollary 1. The set Cx is a convex polytope, in the vector space of n X n matrices, with vertices those stochastic matrices in Cx which have at most one free component in each row.
An example is provided below. We now intend to show that Rk for each positive integer k is convex polytope. This result requires the following lemma. Proof. Note that if 4(1) + dp > 0 then _ adf% + ßd?% a^'> + ßdf» ' Thus Pu < ™¡j < %■ If d¡m + d¡(2) = 0 then m¡j = ftJ = a/y so that Pij < wo < %■ Hence, P < M < Q. Further, from the above calculations it is easily seen that Af is stochastic. Thus, M G C,.
For the second part,
= e(aDx + ßD2)(aDx + ßD2)+ (aDxA + ßD2B) = e(aDxA + ßD2B) = adxA + ßd2B. \J
As a consequence of this lemma we have the following. so that S5 = {stochastic vectors>>|l/9 < v, < 8/9, 1/9 < y2 < 8/9, 1/27 < y3 < 4/9}. Then 55 = conv{(l/9, 23/27, 1/27), (1/9, 4/9, 4/9), (23/27, 1/9, 1/27), (4/9, 1/9, 4/9)} yielding some information about R5 and consequently L. □ From the examples it is seen that Sm is more easily calculated than Rm and gives at least some rough estimate of Rm and thus L.
In conclusion, some application for the work of this paper can be seen in a nonhomogeneous Markov chain setting in which the entries in each transition matrix of the chain can only be estimated within specified intervals. A specific situation of this type is given in [6] .
